Review – Hunt for the Wilderpeople

Good – 50




OK – 2

I enjoyed the film last night very much. I thought the young lad was very good at playing his part.
It was funny and I liked the bush man.
Both of us thought it was very good, lots of hilarious moments but an underlying seriousness.
Great young actor.
I thought it was delightful. What a great child actor and a great balance between spirit of place,
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comedy and sensitive story line!
A gem.
One of the best films I’ve seen for ages. Great acting all round, but Julian Dennison as young
Ricki was excellent, he made me laugh out loud and nearly brought me to tears, just brilliant.
Superb scenery and the background music was not intrusive. More of the same please.
Very good film, acting, script and New Zealand all put up great performances!
We both enjoyed this film, treated emotional issues in such a humorous way that was thought
provoking but not depressing. Hooray for a happy ending, I so wish the real life situations like
this would end so well. Thanks for another good choice.
Loved the humour and the music. The social worker was a bit OTT though!
Very quirky. Loved the Thelma and Louise style car chase. Much better than Rambo!
Excellent - and great music.
We both really enjoyed it. I can't remember the last film I watched that contained so many
quotable lines.
We thoroughly enjoyed the film. Great relationship between the central characters, plenty of
laugh out loud moments and wonderful scenery.
Three votes for fantastic film, one vote for the best film seen at KLCCC.
I really enjoyed it. Some great acting, particularly from the actor who played Ricky Baker. It was
at times laugh out loud funny, eccentric and touching. More of the same, please.
A quirky, thoroughly entertaining and funny film. The characters were well acted and suitably
OTT. If there had been an excellent category one of us would have voted for that, her favourite
film club film ever! We were both very distracted by the brightness of the new emergency exit
signs especially during darker shots.
Loved it. One of the best films shown for quite a while. Sam Neil was excellent as always & I
loved the young boy. The New Zealand scenery was also a bonus. More like this please.
I thought the film was very slow-moving, lacked dramatic tension, and didn't really explore the
story's full potential. Some of the characters, eg the woman from the Children's Services, were
irritatingly repetitious. On the plus side there were some good jokes, interesting characters and
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it was great to see the guy from The Flight of the Conchords!
Great film - very enjoyable.
Good - very. Nice to leave the Guildhall with a smile!
Entertaining, quirky film keeping up the great klawncc tradition!
We both enjoyed the film. Very good tale with mix of humour and sadness. Stunning
photography also.
We loved it, and so did most of the audience if the laughter was anything to go by! Great
performances from all the actors! Thank you for showing it!
Completely unbelievable but fun! We say Good.
We both enjoyed this film very much. An original story imaginatively and sensitively told, with
plenty of laugh out loud moments. Super scenery too. Wonderful!
V good. Funny and off-the-wall with witty dialogue. Ricky and Hec's changing relationship
fascinates. Thanks to committee for excellent choice.
Good little episodes of humour, lots of laughter among the audience. Lovely scenic shots.
Whilst it drifted close to clichéd territory, you'd have to be pretty hard-hearted not to fall for its
charms. Good performances, and very funny at times, I would certainly recommend it to others.
I thought it was an excellent film with a nice mix of humour and pathos with a good dollop of
reality by being set in the New Zealand wilderness it gave an awareness of the country itself.
How refreshing to have a happy ending, I thought we were going to be left wondering but the
edges were tied up nicely. So coupled with the, as always, excellent meal at the Riverside, the
combination made for a good evening out - thank you.
We both thought it was very good and the boy was excellent. The key stone cops ending felt a
bit bizarre. Overall a very enjoyable film.
Enjoyed the film. I could see why it had been compared with "Up" and "Rambo". All the
performances were good and it was great to see something from New Zealand. Thank you for
showing it.
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